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Wayne Arbogast

Hoffman Transport, Inc.'s Driver of the Month for May 2019 is Wayne Arbogast. Wayne
has been an integral part of the Hoffman Transport, Inc. Family since 2002. Wayne is a
regional driver for us and does a great job. Not only is he a safe and professional driver, he
is also dependable and has a great attitude. Please congratulate Wayne on a job well done.
Wayne, stop up and see Ryan for a special “Thank You” from Hoffman Transport.

HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 485 MASON DIXON ROAD

GREENCASTLE

PA 17225 (717) 597 7117 www.hoffmantransport.com

Matthew Cooper

Shawn Divelbliss

Driver

License Expires

Driver

Appointment

Eddie Kelbaugh

6/2/19

Peck, Barry

5/16/19 @ 4pm

Frankton, James

5/24/19 @ 4pm

Harry, Eric

6/07/19 @ 4pm

Horton, Nicholas

6/14/19 @ 4pm

*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to get
a copy of your new license to Safety before it expires. Failure to do this WILL
result in discipline.*

Big jobs usually go to the men who prove their ability to outgrow small ones.
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From March 2019

Adam Shade

Cliff Harry

Eric Shorter

Reggie Nevels

Alan Shives

Cory Grantham

Greg Pheabus

Ron Lockhart

Alphonso Robinson

Curtis Brandle

Dave Frankton

Ron Wolfe

Al Shenk

Dan Rife

Jim Mellott

Ross Keeney

Andrew Justice

David Testa

Joe Myerly

Steve Pastore

Angie Miller

Dawn Smith

John Tabler

Tom Cusic

Art Fickes

Dennis Yokum

Jon Youmans

Tyler Belcher

Barry Peck

Desmond Pantaja

Josh Johnson

Wayne Arbogast

Bill Fitz

Doug Herrington

Karl Wenzl

Bill Woods

Doug Ledford

Ken Roberts

Brad Plunkard

Drew Vignali

Ken Stahl

Brian Whittington

Eddie Kelbaugh

Maurice Henderson

Carl Young

Sonny Hoffman

Michael Day

Ken Carpenter

Eldon Robison

Paul Demers

Charles Miller

Eric Harry

Phil Dumas

Chris Varner

Greg Lindsay

Jeff Davy

Drivers with no more than 1 HOS violation under 10 minutes, no more than 1 missed fuel stop, and no more than 2 fuel stopoffs within 5 minutes.

Aaron Wieland

Bill Dunigan

Daryl Anders

Andrew Pheabus

Cody Ritz

Mike Weir

Number of
Drivers in each
category
56

# of Drivers

%

Category

68

82%

Violation Free

6

68

9%

Honorable Mention

6

68

9%

Not Applicable

The height of our accomplishments usually equals the depth of our convictions.
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Chad Duffey

Tommy
Vignali

Mary Jo
Lehman

Miranda
Matthews

Kevan Koons

Timothy
McCarthy

Raymond
Davy

Joseph Myerly

Gregory
Pheabus

Kyle
Culbertson

Happy Work Anniversary
Damian Cooper
Michael Day
Jacob Marshall

3 years
1 year
1 year

Nathan Mellott
2 years
Stephanie Mellott 1 year
Elden Robison
8 years

Thank you for being a part of the Hoffman team!
If wrinkles must be written on our brows, let them not be written upon the heart. The spirit should never grow old.
-James A. Garfield
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Below are the Performance Bonus Winners for March 2019. If you see your name, please see Ryan to
collect your winnings.

Team 1
*

Top 10%

Top 50%

MPG

Trk

Name

1

$100.00

$50.00

8.32

333

Wieland, A

2

$100.00

$50.00

7.57

336

Kelbaugh, E

3

$50.00

7.36

327

Anders, D

4

$50.00

6.9

331

Williams, K

5

$50.00

6.85

341

Johnson, J

6

$50.00

6.78

361

Davy, J

7

$50.00

6.7

378

Peck, B

Team 2

*

Top 10% Top 50%

MPG

Trk

Name

1

$100.00

$50.00

8.09

400

Cusic, T

2

$100.00

$50.00

7.96

415

Robison, E

3

$50.00

7.94

413

Testa, D

4

$50.00

7.8

404

Weir, M

5

$50.00

7.8

399

Fitz, B

6

$50.00

7.68

397

Whittington, B

7

$50.00

7.55

406

Carpenter, K

He that is of the opinion money will do everything may well be suspected of doing everything for money.
-Benjamin Franklin
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The Richmond Times Dispatch reported on March 28, 2019 about a Dump Truck driver that
was involved in a fatal accident in which he was charged with manslaughter and accused of
texting at the time of the crash.
On February 13th of 2019, Samuel Allebaugh II was driving a dump truck and went partially
off the road. When he overcorrected, he crossed into oncoming traffic and struck a 2009
Honda Accord. The driver of the Honda was pronounced dead at the scene. Allebaugh was
not injured.
The police obtained a warrant for Allebaugh for involuntary manslaughter in connection with
the crash. The investigation indicates Allebaugh was texting at the time of the incident.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Portland Press Herald ran a story in October 2017 regarding a truck driver who caused a
fatal accident and was sentenced 6 years for manslaughter.
The driver, Josh McNally, crossed the centerline and struck a vehicle killing the driver.
Witnesses say that McNally had been crossing the middle of the road off and on for miles.
Cell phone records pulled showed that McNally had been using his phone for calls and texts
while driving. There were also 5 apps open on his phone at the time of the accident.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Local 12 out of Kentucky reported in 2015 about a truck driver arrested after a fatal accident
due to texting. The driver, Christopher Thornhill, sideswiped a car, lost control and crossed the
median hitting two vehicles head-on. One of the drivers died in the accident. Investigators
say that, not only was Thornhill driving while texting in his truck, but he deleted numerous text
messages from his phone. Deputies were able to recover those messages. A grand jury
indicted him on 12 charges including manslaughter, tampering with evidence, as well as
charges related to texting.

The moral of the story… stay off your cell phones while driving. Get a dash
mount. Get a headset. Do not hold your phone. IT IS AGAINST THE LAW. It is
against company policy. Not only will you lose your job, but if you are involved in
an accident you will face criminal charges.
Hoffman Transport, Inc. has a zero-tolerance policy for violating our handheld device policy.
From the experience of others, do thou learn wisdom; and from their failings, correct thine own faults.
~ Philip Dormer Chesterfield (1694-1773)
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Back to the Basics— Highlighting every single, little thing every trucker should know/do all the
time….
ALWAYS LOOK AT YOUR BILLS TO MAKE SURE THE P.O. AND FINAL DESTINATION
MATCHES THE LOAD YOU’RE DISPATCHED ON
Not every load’s BOL will match the final destination. Some do not match for a very good reason &
many Hoffman drivers already know why. If you don’t know, then you need to call dispatch to
confirm that you have the correct load. Shippers make mistakes too.
Save yourself time & money!! L
K before you B
K!
________________________________________________________________________________

I was hoping to get some other feedback on these tracking apps
that brokers are requiring drivers to download on their smart
phones, but really only received one.
It was brought to my attention that when you download the app it
wants you to give the app permission to access info on your
phone such as contacts, photos, emails, location, etc.
Given that I don’t want to share my personal info with just
anybody, I would not want to give a random app permission to
access this type of info on my phone either. Therefore, I was
immediately interested & had to investigate. This is what I found
on MacroPoint, but it appears that most of them are pretty
similar. (See the Disclosure to the right)
Another thing that was mentioned to me about brokers & their
apps….not only does the broker track, but they may also
periodically text you. This is not part of the agreement!! Under
no circumstances should you touch your phone while
you’re driving or feel obligated to respond to their text
messages. If they are persistent, please call dispatch & I will
communicate with the broker.
Any further comments or feedback regarding broker’s tracking
apps, please feel free to contact me.
~Adrianne
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It was originally called Decoration Day
To honor the deceased, soldiers would decorate graves of their fallen comrades with flowers,
flags and wreaths. Hence Decoration Day. Although Memorial Day became its official title in
the 1880s, the holiday wouldn’t legally become Memorial Day until 1967.

Memorial Day originally honored military personnel who died in the
Civil War
Until after World War I, Decoration Day was a holiday reserved for the remembrance of the
Civil War dead. After the Great War the day was expanded to honor those who have died in all
American wars. In 1971, Memorial Day was declared a national holiday by an act of Congress,
though it is still often called Decoration Day. It was then also placed on the last Monday in
May, as were some other federal holidays.

It wasn’t always celebrated the last Monday of May
After the Civil War, General John A. Logan, commander in chief of the Grand Army of the
Republic, called for a holiday commemorating fallen soldiers to be observed every May 30.
But due to the Uniform Monday Holiday Act, which took effect in 1971, Memorial Day was
moved to the last Monday of May to ensure long weekends. Some groups, like the veterans’
organization American Legion, have been working to restore the original date to set Memorial
Day apart and pay proper tribute to the servicemen and women who sacrificed their lives
defending the nation.

It’s legally required to observe a National Moment of Remembrance
In December 2000, Congress passed a law requiring Americans to pause at 3 p.m. local time
on Memorial Day to remember and honor the fallen. But this doesn’t appear to be common
knowledge, or if it is, by 3 p.m. most people seem to be too deep into a hot dog -induced food
coma to officially observe the moment.

When we are unable to find tranquility within ourselves, it is useless to seek it elsewhere.
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Several states observe Confederate Memorial Day
In addition to the national holiday, nine states officially set aside a day to honor those who
died fighting for the Confederacy in the Civil War: Texas, South Carolina, North Carolina,
Alabama, Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Georgia. The days vary, but only
Virginia observes Confederate Memorial Day on the last Monday of May, in accordance with
the federal observance of Memorial Day.
US War Casualties:
Civil War - Approximately 620,000 Americans died. The Union lost almost 365,000 troops

and the Confederacy about 260,000. More than half of these deaths were caused by disease.
World War I - 116,516 Americans died, more than half from disease.
World War II - 405,399 Americans died.
Korean War - 36,574 Americans died.
Vietnam Conflict - 58,220 Americans died.
Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm - 383 service members died.
Operation Iraqi Freedom - 4,411 service members died.

Fresh activity is the only means of overcoming adversity.
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The real history of Cinco de Mayo, and
how it's celebrated around the world
Restaurants and watering holes across the country have been stocking
up on tequila and taco fixings in preparation for the thousands of
Americans who will queue up for margarita specials on May 5. Many, however, won't have a clue
what exactly they're drinking to.
Many Americans are under the false impression that Cinco de Mayo is Mexico's Independence Day,
which is celebrated September 16. In fact, the original Cinco de Mayo, Spanish for "fifth of May,"
came 40 years later. Today, the holiday is a representation of unity and resistance to foreign
intervention for Mexico, who on May 5, 1862, defeated one of the world's strongest armies at the
time.

What really happened on May 5, 1862?
In 1862, Mexico had defaulted on its foreign debt to several European countries, including France,
and was a nation divided by regional differences. France's Napoleon III saw Mexico's vulnerability as
an opportunity to establish a monarchy in North America and attacked the ill-equipped Mexican
army in the small city of Puebla on May 5.
Anticipating the attack, General Ignacio Zaragoza called on available men to unite and fight for
Mexico. After the all-day Battle of Puebla, the French surrendered with a loss of about 500 troops.
Mexico lost fewer than 100 of the 2,000 men who showed up. Thus, Cinco de Mayo became a day of
Mexican pride.
Although Cinco de Mayo is rooted in Mexican heritage and culture, most don't realize that it's a
largely American holiday. It's barely celebrated south of the border; only in the city of Puebla, where
the battle took place. Actually, the alleged largest Cinco de Mayo festival in the world, the Fiesta
Broadway, is held in Los Angeles.
Soon after Latino activists began raising awareness for the holidayduring the '60s, restaurants,
retailers, and liquor brands seized the marketing opportunity. By the '80s, Cinco de Mayo had
become a bonafide drinking holiday with cultural undertones.

Cinco de Mayo as an American holiday
Today, Americans drink more beer on Cinco de Mayo than Super Bowl Sunday or St. Patrick's Day.
In 2015, they spent $735 million on beer during the week of Cinco de Mayo. In 2017, Corona became
the first brand to earn permission to use the Times Square New Year's Eve ball, which the beer
brand turned into a lime and dropped on May 5.
Even the White House has held Cinco de Mayo fiestas in the past. Former presidents George W.
Bush and Barack Obamacommemorated the bond between the US and Mexico on this day with
ceremonies in the Rose Garden and East Room.
Cinco de Mayo celebrations are easy to find in the US — community organizations, bars, and towns
across the country have their own celebrations — but you won't find many donning a sombrero
outside of North America. Cinco de Mayo isn't nearly as popular in other countries as it is in the US.
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